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                     Components

BA Strategic Plans — Uses our proven methodology 
to help develop the strategic plan that will facilitate 
an implementation effort aligning your IT with your 
business strategy.

BA Governance Lifecycle — Develops a lifecycle 
consistent with your business model and allows your 
BA to effectively capture your changing business for 
periodic refreshes to maintain a tight IT—business 
strategy alignment.

The BACOE Approach:
• An established BA lifecycle suitable to your 

business needs

• Established governance processes that 
consistently document your evolving 
business

• An established model for BA refresh

• An adaptive methodology for maintaining 
IT and business strategy alignment

• A “Living” set of artifacts to reflect the 
frequent changes and adaptations of   
successful organizations

• Constant focus on reducing redundancy 
and increasing efficiency and ROI

We use our reliable, repeatable methodology and our certified consultants 
institute a strategic planning and governance process that reflects the 

changing business strategy of your evolving businesses.

To be effective, an organization’s Business Architecture must continue to evolve in response to 
today’s most challenging environments, especially as it relates to changes in market conditions and 

growth.

With the BACOE’s Business Architecture Total Lifecycle Management service, our consultants collaborate 
with your organization to examine processes for updating Business Architecture components, while 
understanding the business and responding to events that trigger BA re-assessment.  In the process, we 
enable your organization to maintain its strategic focus while periodically adjusting capabilities to ensure 
your resources remain aligned to your business strategy.

We assist you in developing a comprehensive strategic plan around the BA, that aligns with your overall 
business strategy as well as processes and a lifecycle that will ensure your BA remains a “living” collection 
of artifacts and plans that are implemented and maintained as your organization grows and changes while 
maintaining alignment with evolving business strategy.
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